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Electrical High Voltage Engineer 

 BASF Antwerp, Belgium 

Open-ended contract 

Full-time 

 
At BASF Antwerp, we are working on the future. For example, we 
will switch completely to green electricity from 2023 and we want 
to be the first climate-neutral chemical site. Would you like to 
work on a sustainable future in a warm team? Then perhaps you 
could flourish with us as an Electical High Voltage Engineer! 
 

Your role 

As an Electrical High Voltage engineer, you are responsible for the management and operation of the 
high-voltage grids and installations at BASF Antwerp. 

• You are responsible for operation, optimisation and maintenance of these installations, 
guaranteeing the highest possible availability for all customers. 

• You are responsible for the further development of the electrical assets. As a member of the 
power distribution team, you provide input for the future development of high-voltage networks 
and the associated investment planning. 

• You implement and further develop our infrastructure strategy for high-voltage grids and 
installations. 

• You will also contribute to the further development and integration of the software tools required 
for this purpose. 

 
Our match 

• You have an academic master in Energy Technology with 
a strong interest in High Voltage electricity. 

• You work methodically and have good organizational skills 
and a drive for efficiency. 

• You are a team player with strong communication and 
social skills. 

• You are result-oriented, down-to-earth and critical and 
bring your ideas across with conviction. You are always 
safety-conscious.  

• A good foundation in mathematics is a real plus. 
• You are fluent in English and are interested in learning 

Dutch, via an in house-training. 

 
We offer you 

• A challenging and constantly evolving job. 
• A warm welcome during our reception days and guidance by a BASF buddy. 

MEET US: at our booth 

APPLY: www.werkenbijbasf.be 

 
 

 



 

Internal 

• A nice working atmosphere in a large and stable company on a human scale 
• A growing salary package with numerous options (time/money, lease bicycle, …), a bonus, a 

fixed net remuneration, various fringe benefits (including a lease car) and several social 
provisions like a pension plan, hospitalization insurance for you and your family, discounts in 
multiple stores, etc. 

• A good work-life balance! You will have flexible working hours and 38 vacation days. Occasional 
homeworking is possible as well. 

• A well-filled stomach due to our extensive offer in the company restaurant, monthly fruit 
distribution and meal vouchers. 

• Alternative ways to get to the site (free bus transport, lease car, bicycle lease plan). 
• Opportunities for self-development through a wide range of training courses and an internal job 

market. 

 
About Us 

We are BASF Antwerp NV, the second largest production site of the BASF group, and the largest 
chemical company in Belgium.  

We are globaly number one in chemistry through our intelligent solutions for our customers as well as 
for a sustainable future. Our more than 3,000 colleagues form a diverse team and specialise in 
production, logistics, engineering, lab, energy management but also safety, environment, 
communication and so on. Our diversity makes us stronger! We also create careers at BASF, so there 
is a wide range of opportunities, in Belgium and internationally.  

Become part of the best team! 

 

 

 


